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This article examines coming of age in medieval England through a very broadbased, multiauthored approach not normally found in the social sciences.
Among other things, it examines what equated to legal ages for inheriting land
and for criminal responsibility; the age-specific activities of young people, especially as revealed through proofs of ages; the spiritual framework of coming of
age, particularly through the perspective of confirmation; and the introduction
of young people to work in a practical sense and how this was probably bolstered morally through such things as fairy tales. The article also draws on comparative material from the Industrial Revolution. Preeminently, the article
demonstrates the exciting potential for further work on how children became
adults in medieval society.
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intention was to pool the energies of the group into a common enterprise of creating
a new sort of research statement, to try to get beyond the vast majority of historical
studies based on one person’s thoughts, whether it is an article, a chapter in an edited
book, or a book itself. (Even in avowedly coauthored works, sections are often written by single authors.) Nor is this like the scientific model of a chief researcher surrounded by a coterie of research assistants, in which the driving force is very much
generated by one individual despite the fact that a number of authors may be given.
It is true that the undertaking grew out of the personal interests of the instructor in
initially setting up the seminar, but it very quickly took on a life of its own through
the particular interests of the students themselves, rather than being, say, a much
more rigorously controlled scientific, or even social science, project. Certainly, at the
very least, the intention here was to use a broader collection of minds than is normally the case in writing about history, and to see what transpired.
In the seminar, we started our considerations more generally around the issue of
the family in medieval England and then focused more specifically around children
in the family and, in particular, the vexed question of “coming of age,” that is, when
and how did children become adults in medieval society? These deliberations, of
course, had much of their initial inspiration in Philippe Ariès’s famous work on premodern children,1 but the sheer complexities about when children entered the adult
world, if indeed they could ever be considered children at all, soon dominated our
discussions. In this regard, three main areas came to the fore: the legal distinction
between childhood and adulthood, the spiritual separation of the same, and the transition from idle child to working adult (even if this came at a very early age). Also
key was how the family was drawn into all three of these: the family as enemy in the
case of legal cases, especially over wardship; as harassed accessories to the ecclesiastical process in the case of spiritual matters; and as motivator and beneficiary in
the case of work. We also felt it important to try to get a comparative perspective.
We limited ourselves geographically to England, but did consult the abundant literature about child labor during the Industrial Revolution as a source of ideas. Our key
determination, indeed, was that, contrary to the view that childhood in the Middle
Ages is largely a “hidden” topic, there are many very promising, and perhaps unexpected, avenues for future enquiry.
LEGAL ISSUES AND PRACTICAL OUTCOMES
In our own (in this case, Canadian) society, there are specific ages that young people have to attain before being legally able to do or participate in certain activities,
whether, to name a few, it is voting (eighteen), having a driving license (sixteen),
being able to buy alcohol (eighteen or nineteen, depending on the province), being
liable for sentencing in court as an adult (fourteen), or being able to engage in sexual activity (fourteen).2 Medieval England similarly had a range of legal age restrictions, but in the lay courts, these were usually much more narrowly restricted to land
tenure. The highest age—twenty-one—was required of males to inherit land held in
military tenure (i.e., knight’s fees);3 for women inheriting the same type of land, it
was fourteen if married, and sixteen if single. For land held in socage, more agricultural in nature, the age of majority for males was fifteen; whereas for burgage
tenure, it was more complicated in that it depended on the ability of the person
involved to manage his (the gender designation is quite deliberate here) own affairs,
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but seems often to have been around twenty-one.4 The careful defining of such ages
was not only to make sure that new heirs were mature enough to handle the duties
of a property, whether as a fighting person or farmer or burgess, but also to allow certain financial perquisites, principally the profits of the heir’s lands, to flow to the
guardian of the minor—often the king himself. As an aid to unraveling some of the
issues, we assembled a sample of fifty-seven cases from the year books of Edward
II, as printed by the Selden Society, covering cases from 1307 to 1320,5 which
involved squabbling over the guardianship of the heir. The majority of these were
either lords competing for the wardship (36.8 percent of the fifty-seven cases) or
lords versus the ward’s kin (26.3 percent). The rest involved a miscellany of cases
ranging from the guardian’s control of the ward’s marriage to issues of dower.
The world presented by these cases does seem to portray the “infants,” the universal
term for the wards, as little more than chattels, and their mothers as not much more.
Mothers of the heir had rights of dower and of nurture (nutricia), although it is difficult
to say what the latter meant. Walker has suggested that it simply indicated that the
mother kept the child until the guardian was determined.6 One example in our sample
that seems to suggest this concerns a double suit brought by Thomas Bardulf and by the
bishop of Norwich against Jane, the wife of William of Caxstone. Both Thomas and the
bishop sought the wardship of “the body” of Jane’s son, John, the infant heir of Jane’s
deceased husband, William. It transpired that William’s father, Robert of Caxstone, held
land of both claimants, and Jane did not know to whom she should deliver the wardship
of John. She told the court that she claimed nothing in the wardship except by nurture
and pledged to render the infant (the age of whom is unfortunately not given) to
whichever party the court decided held the rightful guardianship.7
In this case, the mother is almost portrayed as a threat to the feudal order, someone to be removed as soon as possible to preserve the essential link between the heir
and his or her father, which the guardian stepped in to protect.8 The large number of
cases in our sample pitting the kin against the lord/guardian would seem to reinforce
this sentiment. One lord claimed rights of wardship against the four sisters of the
heir, who argued that his claim was false on the grounds that their father had leased
the lands to them during his life, and therefore the lands had not passed to the underage heir. In another case, two lords demanded that a mother relinquish the wardship
of the bodies of her daughters, joint heirs of her late husband. Still other cases were
brought against mothers who refused to yield the guardianship of their children to
those lords who claimed the right was theirs.9
Not all wardship cases were as contentious as this, and widows were probably as a
general rule allowed to be with their children until they were at least six or seven.10
Several cases in our sample justify guardianship of the heir by the mother by reason of
nurture,11 which suggests that things did not go totally the way of guardians. But the
power of guardians was still extremely strong, particularly over the issue of arranging
betrothals and marriages, which could occur at very young ages.12 Although the
children involved were not necessarily bound to carry through such contracts,13 over
which presumably they had little say, the advantages of arranging such early marriages, for both financial and political reasons, imply that both parties felt the possibility of future annulment of the contract was low enough to justify the risk.14
Because marriage could be thrust on children at such a young age, it may seem
surprising that in so many ways they were still considered “infants,” the somewhat
quaint word, to our ears, to describe people who could be as old as twenty and yet
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not bound by contract or liable for certain kinds of punishment. The issue is at the
heart of a very interesting case concerning a much more modest landowner than the
ones we have just discussed. Here, in 1330, John, son of Walter of Langeley of
Tharapston, brought “an assize of novel disseisin” against Roger Walrond, Thomas
Cade, and Alice Cade (Thomas’ wife) for “1 messuage, 1 ½ acres of land, and 1 rood
of meadow in Thrapston (Northamptonshire).” Roger, Thomas, and Alice sent their
attorney to represent them, and that attorney stated that John had leased the three
defendants the tenements “for the term of their three lives . . . and that they had
done no wrong.” John alleged that he was underage when he made the agreement
and that he was still underage. Presumably working from the knowledge that being
“underage” nullified the contract, John had previously entered the tenements, through a
window, and claimed his right to the property. At the first hearing, a written deed recording the agreement and dated February 2, 1330,15 was shown, to which the jury stated
that John was fourteen years old when the deed was made. The justice in the case,
Henry le Scrope, however, was clearly suspicious and ordered the case adjourned,
although he noted that had he been absolutely sure of John’s infancy, he would have
awarded him the right to the property immediately. Later, when the case reopened,
John failed to prosecute and lost his case, and, indeed, it transpired that he had been
twenty-three on February 2, 1330.16 Although this case involved someone falsely
claiming to be a minor, it was clearly advantageous to be so to avoid consequences,
as in a Derbyshire case, in which a young woman named Eleanor of Kniveton
charged her brother, her uncle, and an unrelated man of forcibly taking charters and
livestock from a property of hers at Bradley, Derbyshire, in 1329. After a very convoluted court process, in which the defendants were threatened with imprisonment,
it was eventually judged that Eleanor had made a false complaint. But, instead of
being punished with at least a fine for a very provocative and unwarranted action,
she was forgiven “because she is under age.”17
Although minor status, especially in landholding, gave a certain immunity from
consequences, this immunity was not unlimited. There does seem to have been a
gradual hardening of attitudes around young people committing felonies during the
fourteenth century, compared to the thirteenth century, when judges were allowed to
show considerable leniency in punishment; at this earlier time, even children committing quite horrific cases of homicide might well be pardoned or let off with a
whipping.18 The eyre of Kent (1313-1314) provides some rationale for this by pronouncing that anyone younger than the age of seven was considered not to have
knowledge of “good and evil,” and for that reason could not be judged a felon. The
same opinion, however, left the door open for harsher penalties for children seven
and older. Thus, while settling on the punishment of an eighteen-year-old “enfaunt”
found guilty of felony in the same eyre, Justice Henry Spigurnel recalled a case he
had adjudicated at an earlier date. This involved an eleven-year-old “enfaunt” who
had stolen “certain chattels” and had killed a child in the process. Spigurnel condemned the boy on the basis that he had concealed the body, leading Spigurnel to the
conclusion that the boy had decided “of his [own] heinous malice” to kill the child.19
This case clearly became a powerful precedent, as later recorded in 1338 over the
condemnation of a young girl:
Item a young girl of thirteen years of age was burnt because while she was a servant
to a woman she killed her mistress: and it was found to be so and adjudged treason.
And it was said by the old law [that is, before Spigurnel’s ruling] no one under age
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Table 1
Events in the Lives of Children and Adolescents of Different Ages

Marriage
Fatherhood
Entering into land or property ownership
Business, or working for a lord or church authorities
Death of parents or other important relatives
Participation in long-distance travel
Mentioning of school (studying or being in school)

Younger
than 10

10-14

15-17

18-20

0
0
0
0
5
0
1

2
1
2
1
2
0
0

2
5
1
5
1
2
0

21
31
12
23
23
4
2

was hung, or suffered judgement of life or limb. But SPIGURNEL found that an
infant of ten years of age [the original case, as indicated above, gave the boy’s age
as eleven years] killed his companion and concealed him; and he caused him to be
hung, because by the concealment he showed that he knew how to distinguish
between evil and good. And so malice makes up for age.20

This hardening of the attitude to young people seven years and older and certainly
those ten and older may have a lot to do with the system of frankpledge, fully established by at least the twelfth century, which required every adult male below the level
of the aristocracy, who was twelve and older, to be organizing into tithings of ten to
twelve “men,” essentially self-policing units for more effective social control.21
The ambiguities between the strict ages of majority for landholding and a more
fluid situation concerning what young people actually did and how they were held
accountable are perhaps best encapsulated in the proofs of ages, a process through
which juries testified as to the age of a potential heir. The proof-of-age inquests have
been used for many different purposes by scholars, including, most recently, Bedell’s
dissection of the proofs concerning the nature of medieval memory and Lee’s use of
them for recollections of childbirth.22 Curiously, no one (even Bedell, who has performed the most detailed examination of proofs of age to date) has tried to use them
as a cross-section of males who were coming of age themselves—that is, twenty
years or younger—when the events they witnessed took place. Thus, if it were a
male heir whose age of twenty-one or older was being verified, this would include
all those men who were recorded as being forty-one years or younger when they testified at the inquest. If it were a married female, who, as noted above, could inherit
at age fourteen, it would include all those men who claimed to be thirty-four or
younger at the time of the inquest; if an unmarried female (inheriting at sixteen), it
would include all those recorded as thirty-six or younger.23 In such a way, using the
printed proofs of age of the reigns of Edwards I and II (covering 1272-1327),24 we
were able to create a mini-sample of 146 men who were seemingly twenty or
younger at the time of the event to which they were testifying.
Table 1 categorizes the various activities and events with which these 146 men
associated the birth of the heir. Perhaps not surprisingly, five out of the six of those
who had seemingly been very young at the birth of the heir, that is, younger than ten
years old, remembered it through the death of a family member. Thus, in 1297
Robert Fraunceys remembered the birth of the heir when he was nine because “his
father Simon died 15 days before.”25
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The deaths of family members remained important memory markers for the older
age groupings as well, but increasingly other, more “adult” matters began to impinge.
The 10-14 age group included two cases of marriage. For example, in 1297 Peter de
Polton, aged twenty-five, remembered the date of the birth of the female heir because
in the same year “he married Cecily his wife, who is yet living, and since then he is sure
14 years have passed and more.” If Peter’s facts were accurate, he should have been
about eleven when he was married. William of Darnhale, allegedly aged thirty-four
years at the time of his testimony, also in 1297, recollected the time of the male heir’s
birth twenty-one years before, because “in the same year . . . he married Dulcie his
wife, who still survives,” making him thirteen at the time.26
Nor were these necessarily early marriages to be consummated at a later date. In yet
another testimony from 1297 (an extremely fruitful year for the survival of proofs of
ages), Peter de Mareny, aged thirty-six, mentioned that his son, born around the same
time as the male heir, would be twenty-two soon after the inquisition, making Peter
around fourteen at his son’s birth. Indications of early fatherhood continued into the
15-17 year group in table 1. Thus, again in 1297, William Waryn, “aged 30 years and
more” and testifying to the age of a female heir, remembered the heir’s birth because
he had a daughter born soon after, named Denise, “who if she had lived would be 14
years old,” making William himself possibly around sixteen at the time. Finally, in a
very telling piece of testimony, William le Cerf (c. 1300) recollected that the male
heir’s father “was of such a tender age when the heir’s mother was pregnant that it was
commonly said he could not have begotten a child.”27
These references to young men starting their families early are also reflected in
precocious starts to careers. John de Judon, testifying in 1297, said he remembered
the birth of the heir when he “took a certain land to farm,” possibly as early as fourteen. Roger Crescy testified in 1300 that, when he was about age seventeen, he was
with (probably serving) a knight when the heir was born. Two jurors, testifying in
one inquisition in 1302, had gone on long journeys at about age sixteen after the
birth of the heir; one crossed the sea to France, and the other to Ireland, where he
stayed a year.28 A full range of these adult activities is clearly indicated in the 18-20
year group in table 1, from having families, in which 31 of the 116 cases (or 27 percent) for this age group remembered the heir’s age through births of their children,
to undertaking various business or occupational activities. As examples of the latter,
John de Conytone, testifying in 1311, “lent his house” at around age twenty. Richard
Walter, testifying in 1315, alleged he “was a thresher at Hockingdenne” (Hockenden,
near St. Mary Cray, Kent) when he was probably about nineteen, and Henry de
Ardern (testifying in 1321) was a merchant with £100 of money, again at about age
nineteen. Not all people in this group had reached their final occupation. Robert
Buck, testifying in 1304 when he was forty-one, recollected the male heir’s “exhibition” (probably the first showing after the birth, which occurred on August 25, 1283,
according to one of the other jurors), because he had been at school at Clitheroe
(Lancashire) and, on the previous June 25, was “so badly beaten there that he left the
school,” probably when he was nineteen or twenty.29
It should be stressed, as Richard the thresher at Hockenden and perhaps William
le Cerf indicate, that undoubtedly most of the jurors were not members of the
knightly class,30 and so were of a group that assumed adult activities at a much earlier age than the heirs for whom they were testifying, much as socage tenure, with
an age of majority of fifteen, assumed that males of that age could run a farming
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operation. As a result, many male wards classified as “infants,” although they were
definitely learning a very adult craft as fighting men, perhaps very much deserved
the appellation in that they had not yet proved themselves at their profession (much
like students today embarking on an academic career). Otherwise, table 1 very much
demonstrates an early start to adult life for most people in medieval society.
THE WARRIOR CHILD
This expectation of an early emergence from childhood is observed in other quarters. We decided here to examine confirmation, the spiritual equivalence of being
drawn into the adult world. From our modern perspective, confirmation is something
associated with puberty, but in the medieval world it seemingly occurred at a much
earlier age. Medieval parents—in England at least—were expected to present their
children for confirmation at a very early age indeed, normally ranging from one year
to five.31 The rhetoric for this was phrased in urgent terms, as in a pronouncement
about confirmation from Exeter in 1287:
Since in baptism we are regenerated to [spiritual] life, after baptism we are confirmed for the fight, because this is the struggle joined by us against the prince of
darknesses. And therefore we strictly order the parish priests such that they should
frequently warn their parishioners to prepare their baptized children as soon as possible to be confirmed. And lest it should happen because of parental neglect that
they [the children] remain for a long time without confirmation, we decree that
children within three years of birth receive the sacrament of confirmation.32

Such sentiments became a common feature of church pronouncements concerning confirmation throughout the thirteenth century. The Council of Westminster, held
in 1200, instructed parish priests to inform parents regularly of the necessity of having their children confirmed, so that they would be better able to be victorious in life
and to oppose continually spiritual evils. The 1240 Statutes of Worcester likened the
newly baptized to a “neophyte” and a “new soldier of Christ,” with the grace of confirmation being required to fight the devil more effectively. Parish priests, under pain
of possible punishment if they did not discuss the matter every Sunday, were to warn
parishioners always to have their children ready for confirmation. The circa 1258
Statutes of Wells were similarly couched in language of war, stating that the “prince
of darknesses” was continually taunted by baptisms, and that only through confirmation could a “battle” against him be effectively waged.33 Other later medieval
texts meant for the laity contain similar themes of combating temptation and the
devil. In 1357, John Thoresby, archbishop of York, emphasized how receiving confirmation makes one stronger and more steadfast in faith than before. Through the
grace of the Holy Spirit, the confirmed are better able to “stand ogaynes the fend,
and deadly syn.”34 The Babees Book, a late fifteenth-century manual meant for the
etiquette of middle-class children, includes a prayer before going to bed, wherein is
emphasized the request to battle and be protected from the devil all night, through
the power of the Holy Spirit.35
The pressure put on parents was far from subtle. The 1240 Statutes of Worcester
decreed that parish priests should keep a list of parents who had neglected to have their
children confirmed, being ready to present this list to the bishop and to have the children
in question ready to be confirmed as soon as possible. Actions barring delinquent
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parents from entry to the parish church and the keeping of lists were recommended
by the Statutes of Salisbury II (1238 x 1244), the Statutes of Wells (1258), and the
Statutes of Winchester III (1262 x 1265), which also recommended for groups of
neglectful parents to be gathered together and made to fast on bread and water for
one day. The Statutes of Exeter II (1287) also demanded lists of the unconfirmed,
additionally requiring neglectful parents to fast on bread and water every Saturday
until their children had been confirmed.36 The fact that bishops tended to come irregularly to communities must have increased parental uncertainty and a rush to have
their children ready when the bishop did come round. A very public ritual was
enacted with the young children, who, when presented to the bishop by parents and
godparents, had chrism placed on their forehead, which was covered by a cloth tied
around their heads. This cloth was to be worn by the child for a period varying from
three to eight days, after which the parish priest would unwrap the cloth from around
the child’s head, wash away the chrism on the child’s forehead with holy water from
the font, and then very publicly burn the cloth.37
This concern to make very young children in effect spiritually adult has resonances with Philippe Ariès’s famous statement that childhood in effect did not exist
in medieval societies.38 But it also demonstrates what seems to have been a very
strong attempt at increasing social control by the church in the thirteenth century,
adding to the “panoptic” power already inherent in confession, but extending it over
the family.39 This vision is Foucault in reverse, because the late medieval church
began to lose much of this power over families as confirmation became a rite more
associated with puberty or at least more associated with the child’s ability to understand what the ceremony was about.40
THE WORKING CHILD
Our third and most intensive focus was on how children were introduced to work.
If there was a strong attempt to make children more spiritually adult in the thirteenth
century, do we see anything like this in terms of their contribution to family work
and income? A defendant in a case from 1530, for example, claimed he started working with his father “at plough and cart” by age four.41 There is nothing inherently
improbable in this statement, and we can probably see youngsters, both male and
female, helping out with household and other chores right from an early age. But can
we add more precision to this statement? Here we are going to look at the issue of
the child’s introduction to work from a number of perspectives: how it looks from
the point of view of medieval illuminated manuscripts (or at least one of the most
famous of them), how this ties in with some manuscript evidence, and how it looks
from coroners’ roles, in which children’s activities at the point of their deaths are
sometimes indicated. Going further afield, we will examine some of the moral
framework in which such children’s work was posed, particularly as revealed from
folk-tale evidence, and finally we can compare child labor in medieval England with
that by children in the better documented era of the Industrial Revolution.
To begin, we examined the illuminations in the early fourteenth-century Luttrell
Psalter for possible images about childhood and children at work. The Psalter is, of
course, one of the most heavily mined medieval documents for images about the
Middle Ages, being “viewed as a pictorial repository of traditional English life and
customs” since the eighteenth century.42 Yet the use of the Psalter and other medieval
illuminated manuscripts has been curiously “stand-alone,” in that such illustrations are
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Figure 1.

Stone Slinging and Harrowing Scene from the Luttrell Psalter.
Source: © The British Library. All Rights Reserved. British Library shelfmark or manuscript number: ADD.42130 f171.

seldom integrated effectively with other sources of evidence.43 What we have done
here is to concentrate on the series of arable farming scenes from the Psalter, starting
with the ploughing scene on folio 170 through to the scene of the cart hauling away
the harvested sheaves on folio 173v. In between, there are scenes of a man sowing the
seed after the ploughing (fo. 170v), a male slinging stones at crows plus another leading a harrowing horse (fo. 171; see figure 1), a man and a woman breaking big clods
of earth (fo. 171v), two women removing weeds from the growing crop (fo. 172), three
women reaping the crop and a man behind them tying sheaves (fo. 172v), and a number of men stacking the sheaves (fo. 173; the sheaves were presumably those shown
being carted away on fo. 173v.). Generally speaking, as the harvesting year progresses
through the pages, the laborers seem to grow older. The ploughman and his driver in
the opening scene appear to be in the prime of their lives, whereas the seemingly stout
women reaping (on fo. 172v) are accompanied by an elderly-looking man binding the
sheaves, and the laborers stacking the sheaves in the following scene appear to be old
and quite worn out. These scenes almost appear to be not only a representation of a
progression through the life of the crop, from the young and fertile soil receiving the
immature seeds to the fully grown and ripe grains that are being plentifully harvested
in preparation for the upcoming winter, but also contain a tinge of allegory portraying
the progression of human life through its own “seasons.”44
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The one scene that most disturbs a smooth “progression of life” interpretation of
this set of cultivation scenes is that including the stone slinger. As figure 1 shows, he
may be an adult, and indeed perhaps considerable skill was needed for the job, but
here at least we have evidence that may show something of the age profile of jobs
right across this set of cultivation scenes. The farming accounts from lords’
demesnes are particularly useful in this regard, and here we concentrate on two
manors from the estates of Westminster Abbey, that is, Westerham, Kent, and
Launton, Oxfordshire, for which accounts during the period from 1267 to the early
1350s were examined.45 Payments to the famuli (manorial servants) were routinely
recorded in these accounts, sometimes even for stone slingers, although they are not
as frequently recorded in manorial accounts as other workers such as the ploughmen.
At Westerham, however, the hiring of a stone slinger (rocherdus—“rook scarer”)46 is
recorded year by year from 1313-1314 to 1335-1336.47
The list of “liveries,” or grain payments given to the famuli, for the first of these
years (1313-1314) provides a pretty good sense of where the rook scarer fit in the
demesne servant hierarchy. In the order in which they were listed, the first group—
the harvest overseer, four ploughmen, one carter, one cowherd, and one shepherd—
received one quarter (eight bushels) of grain every ten weeks throughout the entire
year. Next in the list, one woman (mulier) received one quarter every twelve weeks
throughout the entire year for winnowing threshed grain and making potagium
(probably oats porridge, as indicated in other abbey accounts) for the famuli. In the
last group, in terms of generosity of payment, the “boy” (garcio) looking after the
ewes and lambs from Epiphany (January 6) to the feast of St. Augustine (May 26)
throughout twenty weeks received one quarter every sixteen weeks. One swineherd
(porcarius) was given five bushels of grain for ten weeks from the eve of St. Mary
Magdalen (July 21) to St. Michael (September 29) for watching the pigs during the
harvest, a rate again of one quarter of grain for every sixteen weeks. Finally, bringing up the rear, the rook scarer (rocherdus) was given one bushel of grain for a fortnight, again equivalent to one quarter for sixteen weeks.48
As the order of the listing might suggest, the rook scarer was low person on the
totem pole. The account makes clear that his job was very temporary (two weeks)
and paid at the lowest rate. He did not receive a small cash wage in addition to the
grain, which both the garcio tending the ewes and lambs and the swineherd did.49 It
seems likely, then, that rook scaring was a job for neophytes on the demesne (like
dishwashing in a restaurant today). Unfortunately, no age is given for any of these
people, but perhaps like boys at Montaillou in southern France, who started work as
shepherds at age twelve, these rook scarers were of a similar age.50 The job next up on
the hierarchy was likely that of the stone slinger’s companion in figure 1, that is, leading the harrowing horse. Thus, for example, a garcio at Launton, Oxfordshire, in 13291330 was paid four bushels for eight weeks “for going to the harrow because the carter
was doing the seeding,”51 again a rate of one quarter every sixteen weeks. Here, a
young person was likely stepping in for the carter, who normally did the job in addition to his transport work. The interchangeability between rook scaring and leading the
harrowing horse was indicated in a 1315-1316 account for Battersea, Surrey, where a
grain livery of one quarter for sixteen weeks was given to “a boy harrowing at the
wheat and oats sowings and chasing crows from the corn.”52 Indeed, the 1313-1314
Westerham and other similar “lists” might indicate a sort of career path that, for males,
would eventually lead from rook scaring and harrowing through part-time animal
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caring to being a full-time ploughman, carter, cowherd, or shepherd. It is surprising,
in fact, that so little has been done to map out the potential “career paths” of young
people from these documents, because there are literally thousands of such accounts
existing for medieval England that give this type of information.53
Finally, if one looks carefully, the accounts sometimes suggest subterranean layers of child or adolescent labor, often found on out-of-the-way places in the documents. One such was found in the accounts of Launton for the late 1280s. In the
“Small Expenses” sections of the accounts for these years, there are surprisingly full
descriptions of the people who were at the Christmas and Easter parties for the
famuli, and for which the lord—the abbot of Westminster—supplied ale.54 The
largest number attending occurred in 1289-1290, when it was said that 5s. was spent
on Christmas (1289) and Easter Sunday (1290) for
the sergeant, the reeve, the granger, the four famuli ploughmen, one boy of theirs,
one carter, one shepherd, one boy of his, one cowman, his boy, one miller, his boy,
the dairymaid, her maidservant, the smith, the swineherd and the harvest overseer.55

This list of twenty goes far beyond the number of famuli normally recorded. Of particular interest are the four boys (garciones) and the one maidservant (ancilla), none
of whom appear elsewhere in the account and seem likely to have been younger
related members of the adult famuli. One gets here the strong impression that adult
workers on the demesne were regularly accompanied by younger members of their
families helping out.56 This extended to other forms of work. As Orme pointed out
in the commentary on one of the illustrations of his book, which shows what looks
to be a very young boy shooing away ducks from a pond,57 such activities, perhaps
a mixture of work and play, were a preliminary perhaps to a job like the gooseherd
shown in the Luttrell Psalter (fo. 169v).
It was this mixture of work and play in children’s activities that prompted us to do a
reexamination of the coroners’ rolls to see what children were actually doing when they
died.58 Only a sample from the printed sources available at our university was attempted
here,59 mainly drawing on inquests from London and Buckinghamshire, but it was felt
a fresh look might be useful by concentrating on the entries that actually gave the age
of the child. Altogether, sixty-nine child deaths up to the age of sixteen were recorded,
mostly for the fourteenth century. Nearly two-thirds of these (forty-three) occurred
when the children were three or younger, the remaining deaths being spread fairly
evenly across the age range from four to sixteen. Similarly, in keeping with the
young age of most of them, forty-nine seem to have been at play when they died.
Thus, on April 7, 1267, Emma, a two year old living in Bedfordshire, left her home
and went out onto the street, where she fell into a ditch and was drowned by “misadventure”; her mother found her a short time later.60 A similar case involving an
older child occurred on July 22, 1301, when
Richard, who was 8 years of age, was walking . . . across London Bridge to
school, he hung by his hands in play from a certain beam on the side of the bridge,
so that, his hands giving way, he fell into the water and was drowned.61

Only four were doing some kind of work, but the young age of some of them is
striking. For example, the youngest was seemingly a two year old, who was collecting apples near a well in 1389 when he fell in and drowned.62 Similarly, in 1324
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a five-year-old London boy was working as a laborer or servant in a household, when
he tried to steal a “parcel of wool” by hiding it under his cap; his master’s wife hit
him “with her right hand under his left ear” causing him to die;63 and in the same city
in 1340, a nine-year-old girl was filling a pot of water when she fell into the Thames
and drowned.64 The final work-related death involved a fourteen-year-old girl who
accidentally impaled herself on a sickle in 1374.65 Finally, some of the deaths did not
occur while the child was working, but the child seems nonetheless to have been normally in a work situation, as in the case of a nine-year-old Buckinghamshire girl who
was apparently a “servant” when she drowned in 1376.66
Sometimes, the deaths of children recorded in the coroners’ rolls point to other
children working. This was particularly the case of girls babysitting other children.
A very interesting case of this from Buckinghamshire is as follows:
On Saturday 16 December 1384 Sabrina, wife of Robert Attehurne, gave Henry,
aged ten weeks, to Agnes Attehurne, his sister, aged six years, to look after by the
fire. Henry fell into the fire and died, through Agnes’s fault.”67

There was obviously some suspicion that Agnes had tossed her brother into the fire,
because five years later, at Michaelmas 1389, the sheriff was ordered to bring her to
court “to answer for her felony.” The case is doubly interesting because it indicates that
a certain responsibility—akin to that of an adult—had been given to a six-year-old
child and that, having failed in that responsibility in a particularly egregious way, the
child was to be tried for it almost as an adult would be, matching the harder attitude
toward children’s misdoings mentioned above. Indeed, it is also striking how little condemnation there was of parents for what we might consider today as criminal neglect.
In short, children as old as, say, twelve might well find themselves in a situation
in which they were given adult-like responsibilities, with adult-like consequences if
they failed, which they routinely mixed with periods of (mostly?) unsupervised play.
This balance of work and play might clearly be contingent on the work opportunities open to them. The harvest was well-known as a time when all available hands
would be put to work,68 except perhaps those considered too young to take part, as
in an August 1380 Buckinghamshire case in which a three-year-old boy and a fouryear-old girl were crushed to death by the collapse of a wall under which they were
sitting, while their father was “reaping in the vill’s field.”69 But, outside this period,
work, especially for prepubescent children, might have depended on the general economic situation. There certainly does not seem to have been any reservations about
letting such children work if there were opportunities for them.70
The mixture of work and play in a manner far less segregated than in society
today most certainly resulted in certain cultural forms that have carried over from the
medieval period to our own time. One of these cultural forms is storytelling, especially stories that have to do with work. We accordingly decided to look at the issue
of children’s work in the medieval period through the media of fairytales, sagas, and
ballads. Throughout Europe, there are literally thousands of folk and fairy tales,
which have been divided into almost 2,500 subtypes according to the AarneThompson classification system.71 According to Joseph Szoverffy, “Perhaps half of
the motifs included in the Motif-Index must be regarded as material of medieval
provenance.”72 The tales, sagas, and ballads that include or feature children are
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redolent with sentiments about the nature of young workers and typically carry a
subliminal but decidedly firm message reinforcing socially acceptable work ethics.
The traditional work of girls is central to many children’s stories. Snow White,
although a princess in exile, attempts to stay hidden from her wicked stepmother by
becoming a willing maid for the seven dwarfs.73 In the 1816/1818 Grimm Brothers’
version of the “The Children of Hameln,” a young babysitter clutching a child witnesses the invasion of rodents, then rushes to the village to warn the inhabitants.74
Indeed, it is interesting that the most popular fairytales involve girls engaged in
work: “Cinderella,” “Snow White,” and “Little Red Riding Hood” are the prime
examples.75 Red Riding Hood, as a courier, reminds us of the dangers of children in
the workforce, because in some of the early renditions of this tale, the wolf kills
her.76 Cinderella, in some versions, like Snow White, is a princess and the victim of
an ill-tempered, authoritarian stepmother. Both are reduced to drudgery until the
amorphous Prince Charming comes to their rescue.77 All three tales, however, point
to the idea of children’s diligence, or the intention of diligence.
Other stories portray young girls avoiding altogether the prospect of work. In the
Swedish tale “The Girl Who Could Spin Gold from Clay and Long Straw,” a lazy
girl is forced to go onto the roof of the family home with a spinning wheel “in order
that all the world might be witness of her sloth.” When a prince appears and asks
why the girl is on the roof, the mother tells him, “Aye, she sits there to let all the
world see how clever she is. She is so clever that she can spin gold out of clay and
long straw.” The girl is then spirited away to the prince’s castle to perform her magic
and, one would suspect, supplement the royal coffers. A hideous but magical character appears, and offers her a pair of gloves that will allow her to weave gold from
straw and clay. To acquire the gloves, however, she must guess his name or she will
have to marry him. Sheer chance allows her to discover the creature’s name, keep the
gloves and weave gold, marry the prince, and avoid work forever after.78
This last story has parallels with those describing lazy boys.79 Whereas girls, however,
are generally blessed with beauty and sweet natures, boys often possess a kind of abnormality that makes them extraordinary workers. The smallness and cleverness of
Thumbling,80 for example, serve as attributes, whereas the extraordinary size of Tom
Hickathrift gives him great strength, a characteristic also found in Pwyll Prince of Dyved,
the boy of the Celtic legend.81 The story of Tom Hickathrift opens with a description of
his laziness, his voracious appetite, and the fact that he grows to eight feet tall by the time
he is ten. After considerable nagging by his mother Tom finally begins working. His first
task involves picking up “twenty-hundred weight” of straw and carrying it home. Word
of this strength circulates, and his services are soon in demand. When working for a
woodcutter, he lifts an entire tree and carries it away. Then a brewer employs him to
deliver huge volumes of beer to customers. Another local giant waylays him, however,
and attempts to steal the shipment. Tom, of course, defeats the giant, takes control of his
land, and establishes an estate. In addition, he gives some of the land to local peasants,
which helps him become an important man of the community.82
“Lazy Jack” is another English tale in which a widow nags her son to contribute
to the household income. He reluctantly goes to work for a farmer, is paid in barter,
but loses his pay. He then becomes a cow keeper to earn milk, but the milk goes sour.
He works for another farmer to earn cheese, which quickly spoils. He tries laboring
for a baker and is paid with a tomcat, which runs away. A butcher then employs him,
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yet the meat he receives for wages soon spoils. Finally, he returns to the cow keeper
vocation and is paid with a donkey. (The cow-keeping aspect of the story has particular resonance with the seemingly young animal keepers indicated in the medieval
accounts above.) To bring the donkey home safely, he carries it on his shoulders.
Fortunately for Jack, the king’s mute daughter, who has never laughed in her life,
sees this and bursts out laughing. The king is so pleased he gives Jack his daughter’s
hand in marriage.83 Here, we see an example of folklore reinforcing the idea that
work, diligence, and sheer chance can result in good fortune and happy endings.
The fifteenth-century English ballad “Adam Bell, Clim of the Clough, and William
of Cloudesley” presents a more realistic view of a boy’s work as a village swineherd
with the description of the young swineherd seemingly about to witness a hanging.
A lytle boy stod them amonge,
And asked what meaned that gallow-tre;
They sayde, “To hange a good yeaman,
Called Wyllyam of Cloudeslé.”
That lytle boye was the towne swyne-heard,
And kept there Alyce swyne;
Full oft he had sene Cloudeslé in the wodde,
And geven hym there to dyne.84

Along with the idea of community employment, this ballad implies danger in
children’s work, because mother sows in particular could be exceedingly protective
of their young. Moreover, this passage reinforces those excerpts from medieval
accounts about the hiring of swineherds (porcarii) at wages that suggest that they
were little more than adolescents.
We see, therefore, in sagas, fairy tales, and ballads significant evidence to suggest
it was certainly not unknown for boys and girls of a very young age to be found
working at a variety of jobs. These tasks appear in literary forms to have included
efforts to advance the well-being of both family and community. Some work was
dangerous, and some tedious, but all these realities of employment appear to have
involved a kind of baptism, or rite of passage, leading to better work habits, eventual
maturity, and a greater ability to achieve happy, prosperous lives.
In short, there are abundant signs that it was certainly not unknown for boys and
girls of a very young age to be found working and that various tales provide an indirect commentary and a kind of moral compass for it. Two questions that arise are How
usual was such work among children, and What was the rationale behind it? To get
some sense of this, it is perhaps helpful to compare the medieval period with that
period with which child labor is most associated, the Industrial Revolution. There is
now a very sizable literature associated with child labor in the industrial era.85 One
thing of particular value that this literature supplies are personal accounts of the workers themselves, as in John Burnett’s extremely useful collection of such accounts, for
which there are no equivalents from the medieval period. These give much useful
information about when children were first put to work and the motivation for doing
so. Thus, an anonymous navvy born in 1820 recalls that “the first work I ever did was
to mind two little lads for a farmer. I drawed them about in a little cart, for which I got
my breakfast and a penny a day.”86 Some children were drawn early into an industrial
setting, as in the case of Lucy Luck, born in 1848, who recalled that when she went
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into the silk mills to work at eight years of age, she “was too little to reach my work,
and so had to have what was called a wooden horse to stand on.”87
The Lucy Luck story emphasizes what has generally been seen as an underlying,
and in many ways novel, characteristic of the Industrial Revolution, namely, that it
drew such young labor out of the domestic sphere into manufacturing and other
areas.88 It is likely that this distinction is overdrawn, because in the medieval period
child labor as a necessity was often required to move, especially when going into
servanthood. What does seem clear in the case of the Industrial Revolution is that
such child labor was seen as necessary to family survival, as was poignantly recalled
by William Lanceley, a house steward born in 1854. After his first year away from
the home at work, he returned to make his contribution to the family economy:
Even the small sum of £8 I saved during the first year and took it home (it was paid
yearly and not in advance), handing it over with pride to my mother. She had been
left a widow with nine children, the eldest eighteen years of age, and to make matters worse my father had died in debt. I can still see her face when she took it and
then, giving me £2 back, said, “I cannot take it all, lad.”
“But mother,” I pleaded, “you must want it and I can get plenty of tips to keep me.”
On leaving I put the £2 quietly on the cottage table where I knew she would find it.89

Although the children of such female-headed households were sent to work earlier,
typically between the ages of five and nine,90 such pressures on children to work were
well enough known even in families with working fathers. Here, low adult male wages
were often seen as the problem. Another anonymous navvy stated that his father was
a laborer who made “nine shillings a week at the best of times; but often his wages
were reduced to seven shillings.” This was an inadequate wage for a family with six
surviving children on which to survive. Thomas Wood, an engineer born in 1822, was
the oldest of ten children, many of whom worked. He stated, “Those who were working ranged from 1s. 3d. to 5s. per week in their earnings. Father . . . was a handloom
weaver, whose earnings did not average 10s. per week. 91
But to posit that these sorts of seemingly desperate family situations provided much
of the driving force for child labor and perhaps for the Industrial Revolution as a whole,
as argued by Humphries in particular,92 is putting the cart before the horse, as in fact
Cunningham suggested in his well-known 1990 article, in which he questioned how
much children were actually employed.93 Employment opportunities had to be available
before children could work. When that employment was available, as Tuttle has argued,
“During industrialization the child generated income for the family for at least ten years
instead of depleting it.”94 It also—critically—provided the economic base for the
marked population increase that featured in the period of 1750 to 1850 in particular.95
Why these observations are valuable for the medieval period is that it, too, experienced its own economic surge, called the “Commercial Revolution,”96 particularly
during the thirteenth century, which likely shared many of the demographic and
social characteristics of the later Industrial Revolution. Although it is much more
dimly perceived, the labor of women and children was likely mobilized in ways analogous to those of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.97 It has been argued that
such employment was critical to a surge in family income, which underlay the
marked thirteenth-century population increase.98 Although there are certainly dangers of anachronism here, closer comparison with the Industrial Revolution period
might provide useful conceptual frameworks for examining this earlier period.
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CONCLUSION
One reviewer of Nicholas Orme’s book, Medieval Children, recently stated,
Overall, Orme’s study investigates almost every conceivable facet of childhood in
the Middle Ages. The fact he must draw on such a constricted range of sources perhaps shows how little imaginative influence childhood had during the period.99

This is a very narrow view of the potential of the subject. Indeed, the work on medieval
“coming of age” and medieval children in general has only begun. There is a wealth of
material to be mined in depth, particularly in manorial accounts or even more indirectly
in such things as the ample body of folk tale material. Reworking already studied sources
of material through different perspectives also has its place, as well as comparisons
throughout time, as indicated here through the issue of confirmation and our short examination of child labor during the Industrial Revolution. This is not, as the above review
suggests, simply collecting various bits and pieces to make a story that can never be told
as clearly as for other, mostly later, periods, but marshaling what in many ways is a
unique set of sources to illuminate the issue of children’s lives and culture throughout
time as a whole. It has to be done with ingenuity and a willingness to look further afield
than we have at present. It is hoped that this exercise, simply by stretching the pool of
ideas beyond that which would normally be the case in what effectively tends to be a
single-authored domain, has shown some of these possibilities.
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